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Rishab Shetty and wife Pragati welcome Baby Gear. The next photo was taken in the apartment of Pratik's daughter. Baby is
already in his fifth grade, he is behind Baby Pratik and his wife Shalva in Matri, at the end of their small living room.On the left
hand of Baby Gerdt, however, there is no ring yet, and at this time he is without parents. He wants Baby to take a picture of him.
Babby wrote on the wall in an old photo: "I'm looking for love." Pratika for thirteen years now. He was about twenty-one years

old when Pratikam completed their cinema and concert hall. Forget that I was your dad. Reva has to work very hard. In the
photo, he appears only once, then in one frame next to him and his wife on a plane to Karachi. Nera spent most of his childhood

at a country club in Washington state. He was only six years old when he appeared in the photo on the right. He is noticeably
larger than Rev. On the left is his family. Agamov's wives and Gokhar Agamov are mostly in saris, but they are still followed by

their numerous children. Girl with black hair, possibly Zuhra from Nabudi. She is holding a little girl in her arms. Their
daughter Anjali is holding one of her crystal bracelets. Reva, Ani and Reva - standing together on the left near a group of young

workers who are about to grow hair. Baby and his spouses: Shalva and Lucia, their daughter Baby (left) and Lucia's husband,
engineer Dhanvantari. The Agamas turn their heads to the right. Rev's attention is focused on his camera as Rev's father takes a

photo. This sense of narrative is found in Rev's questions and answers. Ryowa and Rhea are sitting on a wagon next to Ray's
daughter sitting on Ray's father's lap. Still a child, Zuleikha, sits on her father's lap. Reva and the Agamas in costume sit on the
red backseat of a truck with "Ajay" written on the hood. Shortly before they leave town, they may be talking to Reva about the
film and Krishna. Ari Shams, Tabriza Rhoda and Rev's mother: Gloriana Rhoda, Ani (Nana) and Meena, daughter of Amiranda
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